DANIEL STEIGER
5 YEAR WARRANTY
This is a genuine item from the Daniel Steiger range.

For all queries call our customer services team toll free - 1 888 768 4468

Digitech Sport

Push the Mode button to cycle through each mode.

Mode 1 - Chronograph/Stopwatch
Push START to start and stop, and RESET to reset back to zero

Mode 2 - Alarm
Push START to select time, & push RESET to switch between hours and minutes. Push START to change the actual time of the hours and minutes for the alarm. Alarm can be turned off by pushing RESET, holding it, and then pushing START at the same time. This must be done whilst outside of Alarm mode, or it will not work. Note that the alarm will always be in the same format as the time (24 hour clock or am/pm). Pushing the START button whilst alarm is going off will snooze it.

Mode 3 - Time and Date
Push START to return the seconds to zero
Push RESET to select minutes, & push START to change minutes. Push RESET to select hour, & push START to change hour

Cycling through 24 hours with the START button will give you the option to show the time in either 24 hour, or am/pm format. A “H” in the A subdial indicates 24 hour format, & an “A” or “P” indicates am/pm format. Push RESET to go to date (date is in US format - month first, then day). Push START to change day, push RESET to go to month, & push START to change month. Push RESET to go to day of the week, & push START to cycle through days of the week. Pull the crown out on the right side of the watch & turn it clockwise to set the hands on the face for the time. Push the LIGHT button to illuminate the digits on the various subdials.

Warranty:

This warranty service is run by: Timepieces International Inc, 12800 N.W. South River Drive, Medley, FL 33178 with the authorization of Daniel Steiger. This warranty covers the watch movement against manufacturers defects for 5 years from date of purchase.

Within the period your watch will be repaired free of charge, except for a handling and transportation fee ($29.95). This fee must be enclosed when returning your watch for service. We cannot accept responsibility for damage or loss caused during transit.

Important: Not covered by warranty

1) Case, glass and band
2) Damage caused through accidents, misuse, neglect, or inexpert repairs
3) Any discoloration, or wear
4) Any loss or damage whilst the watch is not in our possession, including transit by any means
5) Any consequential loss whatsoever and how so ever arising, so be accepted by us
6) Batteries